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Introduction | How it begins...

o COVID-19 outbreak in December 2019 was the first of a series of unfortunate events that 

caused a Global Crisis on Commodities Markets.



Historical Disruptive Events | Existing Knowledge

o December 2017: Baumgarten fire and total closure of the plant

o March 2018: "The Beast from the East" cold weather spell

Those violent price moves in the past 

were very different in nature:

o They tended to be short-lived

o They affected one or a few hubs

o They just affected the Day Ahead Price -

not the Month Ahead one

o They led to volatile intraday prices spikes



The "Perfect Storm" | A series of unfortunate and unexpected events

What happened during 2021 was completely different:

o Low EU Gas storage levels

o Higher LNG Demand in Asia

o Lower than normal Russian gas supplies

o Infrastructure Outages & Phase out (Groningen Field)

o Mar-21 Suez Canal obstruction

o Apr-21 CWE cold wave

o Nord Stream 2 Licencing Speculation

o Russia-Ukraine War

Structural Change



Natural Gas Prices | Extreme Volatility & Liquidity

o In 2020 and 2021, European Gas markets experienced two successive years of external factors 

which have a pronounced impact on the wholesale trading environment.

o In the last week of May 2020, we had the lowest ever Month Ahead TTF traded price

o In March 2022, we had the highest ever Month Ahead TTF traded price

o Between lowest and highest price level, volatility and liquidity reached all time high levels



Consequenses | Dealing with a new market reality

o OTC volumes declined / Exchange volumes increased

o Commodity traders faced big margin calls / EFET has called for the creation of an Emergency 

Liquidity Support System

o Correlation between Power & Gas Prices transferred the problem in the Electricity Market



Consequenses | Lessons Learned

o Global Macroeconomic shocks have become the main source of commodity price

volatility - highly synchronized across commodities.

o Gas & Power price is just a number - Historical Data cannot always define the price

range of the future.

o Hedging protects you from risk but turned out to be a risk itself – Risk

management is most important than ever before.

o Interdependence between Gas & Power is not about to end anytime soon – it will

be part of the Green Transition process



Consequenses | Future Challenges for Commodity Traders

o Creative Sources of Funding: with higher capital requirements, market participants

explore new ways of funding

o Optimization through Assets: Acquisitions in production & logistics can lead

on gaining competitive advantage

o Information Systems and Data will be a strategic asset for trading, portfolio

optimization and risk management

o Regulation Challenges: changing market environment is likely to bring further

compliance requirements and regulatory risk



Greek Energy Market | Exposure on Global Commodity crisis

▪ Green Transition in Greece moved fast and created significant dependence of electricity 

generation on Gas

▪ Gas Contracts pricing on TTF index make them exposed on "market psychology" and other 

arbitrary factors

▪ Furthermore, market coupling increased regional impact on Greek Electricity Market



DEPA Group | Role, Strategy & Investments

▪ DEPA ensures security of supply & competitive prices through diversification of sources and 

long-term pipeline contracts.

▪ DEPA and GASTRADE are developing the new LNG terminal in Northern Greece

▪ DEPA has significant international activity through projects, such as the Eastern Mediterranean 

Pipeline and IGB Interconnector.

▪ DEPA acquired a 500 MW Trading License and prepares to develop Power 

Trading Activities and PPAs

▪ DEPA invests in Renewables by developing Photovoltaic Projects up to 500 MW.

In this highly volatile environment, DEPA has successfully completed 

its transformation into a modern integrated energy company



Thank you for your attention!


